It is worth. Now that the period of worst, but the bridge commission must or serve of rain, but when we crave rain dications that a diver was working in onlonly disturbance at present is the army.

E VERY man makes a great many friends in the course of his career at Technology. Seldom, however, does he take the trouble to keep up these friendships after he leaves the Institute. Very little effort is required. A letter once in a while at Christmas—that is all one needs to keep in touch with the men he has met here. How few really realize the trouble and expense of the thing is it? Almost every man promises to write his friends after he leaves. He takes down several addresses, intending to write a line to each of his college chums. That is usually the end of it. He either forgets all about it, or else decides that it is too much bother, and that he can get the same sort of information by a phone call, or a high-speed typewriter, or a teletype.

This is the wrong spirit. Keep up the acquaintances. Even if you do not think you will go on to be an engineer either a career or perhaps a few years, it will always be a source of pleasure to hear what they are doing. One never can tell when you may want to go on a trip somewhere and be too busy to find this extra aide to get to know what they are doing. Do everything in your power to keep them alive. It requires very little effort and you will be amply repaid in the end. It may be a source of pleasure to hear what they are doing. One never can tell when you may want to go on a trip somewhere and be too busy to have this extra aide to get the information you want.

A LIGHT IN THE DARK

W HEN two college graduates, both of wealthy families, commit suicide in a park near the college campus the news is bound to spread and conferom without refusing to have done as an experiment, it makes modern civilization and college life appear in a very unfavorable light. Such acts are possible that such moral values cannot develop in individuals who have had the influence of a college education, and what is more, it is impossible to bear the situation. We sincerely hope that it is true, that this case is an exception. Everyone's opinion is that it is. It is very difficult to think of any influence for good in college life, especially when emminent dis sterility can do no harm. It is important that the college students for various reasons. It is men of this class, realizing as they do the need for improvement, who have made possible the Silver Bay Conferences, which, though they cannot do everything, are a great factor in the movement for betterment. College men, undergraduates, gather at Silver Bay, on Lake George, every Spring, and there discuss with one another their personal and college problems. Besides this noted authorities address the conference, the July Annual Meeting which is noted industriousness is held at the Silver Bay Campground. It is a great factor in the movement for betterment.

The Silver Bay Conference is not a mere glorified Sunday School to the vital problems of today in a straightforward, practical way. Besides this noted authorities address the conference, the July Annual Meeting which is noted industriousness is held at the Silver Bay Campground. It is a great factor in the movement for betterment.